The AMX Display is the new wave of control panel for USD’s new podium design. The AMX Console DOES NOT REQUIRE A KEY.

OPERATION: If no one has used the console recently, the screen maybe ‘DARK’ (asleep), touching or waving your hand anywhere near the screen will ‘wake it up’.

The display controls ‘everything’; lowers an electric screen (if room is equipped), turns on the data projector, and can be used to adjust or mute the volume. The User chooses what source to send to the data projector (in room computer, laptop (still needs to be hooked to cables supplied and a MAC adapter is still required but must be supplied by the user), document camera (in side or front drawer) and combo DVD/VHS player.

Accessing or selecting the DVD/VHS Combo source will display a screen allowing the user to ‘play’, ‘fast-forward’, ‘pause’ or ‘access DVD menu’ (to skip to a DVD chapter). VHS Menu allows fast forward, rewind, play, pause and eject.